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Abstract

In a cellular mobile system (CMS), the service area is divided into cells, each of which has numerous channels,
which are shared by two types of call - new calls and handoff calls. Giving a higher priority to handoff calls than
new calls is common practice. However, giving too much priority to handoff calls will result to excessive blocking
of new calls. This work firstly proposes a distributed dynamic channel assignment and reassignment (DDCAR)
scheme to satisfy three types of constraint - co-channel constraint (CCC), adjacent channel constraint (ACC), and
co-site constraint (CSC), simultaneously. The purpose is to minimize the number of available channels that become
unavailable for the assignment to new calls and to maximize the number of unavailable channels that become
available for release when calls complete. To provide a higher priority to handoff calls, a fuzzy call admission control
(FCAC) scheme, combined with the DDCAR, is proposed herein for implementation at the base station. A 7 × 7 CMS
with two traffic patterns is employed as the test example. The test results reveal that the FCAC scheme significantly
reduces the dropping probability of handoff calls at the cost of increasing the blocking probability of new calls to
an acceptable level.

Keywords: Call admission control; Cellular mobile system; Channel interference; Dynamic channel assignment;
Fuzzy inference system; 7-cell reuse cluster system
1 Introduction
Nowadays, the cellular mobile system (CMS) has be-
come one of the most profitable mobile systems because
more applications are being made available for smart
phones, which also have very attractive functions [1,2].
One of the most important issues in the management of
a CMS concerns the effective utilization of the limited
resources of the radio spectrum and the maintenance of
communication quality. To address this issue, channel
assignment is required. In a CMS, three types of inter-
ference are generally treated as constraints; these are the
co-channel constraint (CCC), the adjacent channel con-
straint (ACC), and the co-site constraint (CSC) [3,4].
The CCC states that any two cells within the channel re-
use distance cannot use the same channel. The ACC
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implies that adjacent channels cannot be assigned to ad-
jacent cells. The CSC is that any pair of channels in the
same cell must be a specified distance apart.
To maintain the quality of communication, channel

assignment methods must incorporate the aforemen-
tioned constraints. The numerous channel assignment
schemes include fixed channel assignment (FCA), dy-
namic channel assignment (DCA), borrowing channel
assignment (BCA), and hybrid channel assignment
(HCA) [5-9]. Among these, DCA schemes [8,9] are con-
sidered to be the most flexible and effective for improv-
ing the blocking probability. These schemes are divided
into two categories - centralized schemes and distributed
schemes [9]. In centralized DCA schemes, a channel is
selected for a new call from a central pool of free chan-
nels, and a particular characterizing function is utilized
to select one of the available free channels. In distributed
DCA schemes, a channel is selected for a new call from
the cell associated with the call or from interfering
neighboring cells.
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Centralized DCA schemes theoretically provide near
optimal performance. However, using a centralized ap-
proach to determine the best available channel for a new
call without causing any channel interference is a com-
binatorial optimization problem, which is computation-
ally intractable. Therefore, most existing centralized
DCA schemes are heuristic. For instance, Lima et al.
presented a genetic algorithm (GA)-based DCA method
[10]; Kim et al. proposed a DCA method that is based
on the GA and minimizes inter-cell interference [11];
Misra et al. developed a learning automata-based chan-
nel reservation scheme to find the optimal number of
reserved channels in a system [12]; Zhao et al. proposed
a DCA method that is based on a noisy chaotic neural
network [13]; Krishna et al. presented a dynamic channel
allocation scheme with efficient channel reservation for
handoff calls [14]. In all of the above approaches, the
DCA is centrally implemented in the mobile switching
center (MSC) or in a cell with a central controller, which
collects information about all of the cells in the CMS.
The shortcomings of such centralized schemes are as
follows; (i) the MSC is increasingly likely to fail owing to
an overload of call requests as the size of the CMS grows
with the growth in the number of mobile users [15,16],
and (ii) determining the best available channel is time
consuming even when heuristic methods are used, and a
new call may be blocked as a result of just one unsuccessful
assignment. These drawbacks suggest that distributed DCA
schemes may be better for large CMS, because they assign
and reassign channels at the base station of a cell [17,18].
Owing to the simplicity of the assignment algorithm at
each base station, distributed DCA schemes are more at-
tractive for implementation in a CMS. However, most
current distributed DCA schemes impose only CCC. All
current methods that deal with the CCC, ACC, and CSC
simultaneously are centralized DCA schemes.
To maximize channel utilization, most of centralized

DCA schemes account for the packing condition and
the resonance condition in selecting a channel to be
assigned for a new call. The packing condition is applied
to minimize the number of channels that are used
whenever a call arrives; it allows the selection of those
channels that are already in use in other cells as long as
the three types of constraint are satisfied. The resonance
condition assigns the same channels to cells within the
reuse distance without causing any channel interfer-
ence. In centralized DCA schemes, these two conditions
are incorporated into the objective function over all
cells that are governed by the MSC or are put into typ-
ical compact patterns for reference in the assignment
process. In the real word, the place and time of the ar-
rival of a new call is unpredictable. Accordingly, the res-
onance condition is too ideal to occur, and the
assignment based on the packing condition can hardly
reach the resonance condition either. Thus, the effect of
the channel utilization that arises from the assignment of
centralized DCA schemes that are based on these two con-
ditions is not as good as it seems. On the other hand, one
drawback of distributed DCA schemes is lack of the overall
information, which prevents distributed DCA schemes
from performing the system-wise optimization, as is per-
formed by centralized DCA schemes. However, this limita-
tion requires researchers to develop innovative schemes for
assigning an idle channel to an arriving new call and releas-
ing an in-use channel when an ongoing call is completed in
distributed DCA schemes. To overcome the aforemen-
tioned drawbacks of centralized DCA schemes, this work
proposes a distributed dynamic channel assignment and re-
assignment (DDCAR) scheme. The proposed DDCAR
scheme, which is the first contribution of this work, can sat-
isfy the three types of constraint.
In a CMS, the service area is divided into cells, each of

which is equipped with numerous channels, which are
shared by two types of call - new calls and handoff calls.
If a request for an arriving new call is denied, then this
call will be blocked and cleared from the system. If a re-
quest for a handoff call is denied, then this call will be
dropped immediately. Giving a higher priority to handoff
calls than to new calls is common practice and is real-
ized using a call admission control (CAC) strategy. CAC
is such a provisioning strategy, which limits new calls
into the system to reduce system congestion and the
dropping of handoff calls. Good CAC strategies must
balance new call blocking with handoff call dropping to
satisfy quality of service (QoS) requirements. The earlier
CAC algorithms [19-22] considered the effective traffic
load of the target cell to determine whether the call
should be accepted. However, these methods ignore the
interference of to-be-accepted calls by the neighboring
cells. A review of literature reveals that various CAC
schemes depend on unrealistic, simplifying approxima-
tions and assumptions, resulting in imprecise control de-
cisions [23]. Moreover, the computational complexity of
heuristic-based CAC algorithms is very high because of
the large number of states that describe the system.
Fuzzy logic-based control schemes in CAC have been in-
vestigated [24] and found to be able to make intelligent
control decisions successfully. Fuzzy logic can eliminate
most of these assumptions and complicated computa-
tions because fuzzy if-then rules are based on linguistic
variables that incorporate a human-like representation
of information. Therefore, the second contribution of
this work is a fuzzy call admission control (FCAC)
scheme, combined with the DDCAR, for implementa-
tion at the base station. The proposed FCAC scheme
not only controls the admission of new calls to reduce
the dropping probability of handoff calls but also pre-
vents channel interference.



Figure 2 A portion of the CMS.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
channel state table and presents the DDCAR schemes.
Section 3 illustrates the FCAC scheme combined with the
DDCAR. In Section 4, the DDCAR scheme is tested using
extensive simulations to evaluate its performance and com-
pared with two centralized DCA methods. Test results of
the FCAC scheme are also presented in Section 4. Section
5 concludes the paper.

2 Distributed dynamic channel assignment and
reassignment
2.1 Cellular mobile system
Hexagonal cells are widely used in CMS because they
enable a geographic region to be covered with the fewest
calls. Since each hexagonal cell has six equidistant neigh-
bors and the lines that join the center of any cell to its
neighbors are separated by multiples of 60°, only certain
cluster sizes and cell layouts are permitted. Adjacent
cells are connected without gaps when the geometry of
the hexagons is such that the number of cells per cluster,
N, satisfies the following equation.

N ¼ I2 þ J2 þ I � Jð Þ I; J ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3: ð1Þ

A large value of N specifies that the ratio of the cell ra-
dius to the distance between co-channel cells is large
and vice versa. The value of N is a function of the degree
of interference that can be tolerated by a mobile or base
station while communications of sufficient quality are
maintained.
The considered CMS is a 7-cell reuse cluster system as

shown in Figure 1, such that the channel reuse distance
is three cells. For example, in a portion of the CMS dis-
played in Figure 2, cells 2 to 7 are first-tier cells of cell 1,
and cells 8 to 19 are the second-tier cells. The cells
Figure 1 7-cell reuse cluster system.
within the channel reuse distance for cell 1 are cells 2 to
19 as indicated within the bold boundary. Therefore, the
third-tier cells 20 to 37 and the cells beyond can use the
channels used in cell 1. Let C = {c1, c2, ⋯, ck, ⋯, cK} denote
the set of channels, where the index K denotes the identi-
fier of the kth channel. For simplicity, the adjacent channels
of channel ck are assumed to be ck − 1 and ck + 1. Suppose
channel ck is used in cell 1, the CCC states that cells 2 to
19 cannot use channel ck that is currently used in cell 1.
Since the first-tier cells 2 to 7 are the adjacent cells of cell
1, the ACC implies that they cannot use the adjacent chan-
nels ck − 1 and ck + 1 of the channel ck. The CSC states that
the channels used in the same cell should have a specified
distance of two channels. Thus, if ck is used in cell 1, ck − 2,
ck − 1, ck + 1, and ck + 2 cannot be used in cell 1.
As indicated in the preceding section, two types of call

share the channels - new calls and handoff calls. New
calls are those that are initiated by mobile users in the
current cell, while handoff calls are those that were initi-
ated in other cells and handed over to the current cell.
When a call arrives at a cell in which no channel is avail-
able, it may be blocked or may be queued, depending on
the CAC schemes used. The probability of a new call be-
ing blocked is called new call blocking probability (Pnb),
and the probability of a handoff call being dropped is
called handoff call dropping probability (Phd). For a par-
ticular traffic load, Pnb and Phd can be evaluated as
follows:

Pnb ¼ Bnb

Anc
ð2Þ

Phd ¼ Dnh

Rha
ð3Þ

where Bnb is the number of new calls that are blocked,
Dnh is the number of handoff calls that are dropped, Anc



Figure 3 State of cells 1 to 19 when channel ck is used in cell 1.
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is the number of new call arrivals, and Rha is the number
of handoff requests.
The values of Pnb and Phd are determined by the design

of the system. Each arriving call, regardless of whether it is
a new call or a handoff call, will occupy a channel if it is
served Accordingly, new calls and handoff calls compete
for a finite number of channels in each cell. The trade-off
between minimizing the probability of blocking a new call
and minimizing the probability of dropping users in hand-
over is well known. That is, Pnb and Phd cannot be simul-
taneously reduced. From the perspective of users, the
termination of a call during service is more troublesome
than the blocking of a call, so Phd must be much lower than
Pnb. Therefore, handoff calls are frequently given a higher
priority in accessing a channel.
With respect to call blocking, as the number of avail-

able channels in the system increases, the number of
blocked calls decreases. Here, an available channel is an
idle channel that can be assigned to a new call without
causing any interference with the currently in-use chan-
nels in any cell. Accordingly, each cell requires only in-
formation about the channels in the cells within its
channel reuse distance. A scheme that uses this informa-
tion can be designed to select an available channel to be
assigned to a new call with the purpose of minimizing
the number of available channels that becomes unavail-
able within the system. Similarly, a scheme can also be
designed to select an in-use channel to be released when
a call completes under the condition of maximizing the
number of unavailable channels that becomes available
within the system. Meanwhile, the ongoing call that is
associated with the released channel is reassigned to the
channel that has just completed the call. This work
firstly proposes a DDCAR scheme to select an available
channel to be assigned to the new call and an in-use
channel to be released upon call completion to satisfy
the above three types of constraint simultaneously.

2.2 Channel states and channel state table
The DDCAR scheme in a cell is implemented as follows.
If channels are available in the cell when a new call ar-
rives, this new call will be accepted and assigned to the
best available channel, according to the channel assign-
ment criteria; otherwise, this new call is blocked. If other
channels in a cell are in use when a call completes in
that cell, then the channel reassignment criteria will
identify the best in-use channel to be released and re-
assign the corresponding call to the channel in which
the other call was just completed; otherwise, the channel
in which a call was just completed will be released. The
channel assignment criteria and channel reassignment
criteria of the DDCAR scheme are developed to reduce
the blocking probability, which will be presented in
Section 2.3.
2.2.1 Channel states
We define {1, 0, −1, …,−n} as the set of states for a channel.
A value of ‘1’ implies the channel is in − use. A value of ‘0’
represents the channel is available for assignment. A value
of ‘−1’ (or ‘−n’) indicates that if the considered channel is
assigned to a new call, one (or n) currently in − use channel
(s) in any cell will be interfered. For example, suppose
channel ck is used in cell 1, the state of channel ck in cell 1
is ‘1’, while the states of channel ck in cells 2 to 19 are ‘−1’
as shown in Figure 3.

2.2.2 Channel state table
A cell will interfere with other cells only within its chan-
nel reuse distance. Therefore, each cell has a channel
state table, which comprises the most updated states of
all channels of the cells within the channel reuse dis-
tance. Table 1 presents an example of a channel state
table with 12 cells and six channels: cell 1 represents the
target cell, and the cells are numbered as in Figure 2.
The channel states of all cells correspond to a time in-
stance and satisfy definition of channel states and the
three constraints, CCC, ACC, and CSC simultaneously.
The states of channel 3 in cell 1 are ‘1’, indicating that
this channel is in use. Based on the CSC and definition
of channel state, the states of both channels 1 and 2 in
cell 1 should be smaller than or equal to ‘−1’ depending
on whether they are influenced by any other cells or not.
In the current example, the state of channel 1 in cell 1 is
‘−2’, meaning that channels 1 and 3 affect this channel.
Similarly, the states of channels 4 and 5 in cell 1 should
be smaller than or equal to ‘−1’. Similar arguments apply
to channel 4 in cell 1; the state of this channel is ‘−2’ ra-
ther than ‘−1’ owing to both CSC and ACC, because
channel 5 is used in cell 7. The state of channel 6 in cell



Table 1 A channel state table with 12 cells and six
channels

Cell Channel

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 −2 −1 1 −2 −1 −2

2 0 −2 0 −2 −1 −1

3 −1 −1 0 −1 −2 0

4 0 −1 0 −1 −1 −1

5 0 −1 0 −1 −1 0

6 −1 −1 0 −2 0 −1

7 0 −3 −1 −2 1 −2

8 1 −1 −2 −1 0 −2

9 0 −1 −1 0 −2 0

10 −1 0 −1 −1 −2 1

11 0 0 −1 0 −1 0

12 0 0 −1 0 0 −1

Table 2 A channel state table with 19 cells and 12
channels

Cell Channel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 −1 −3 1 −2 −2 1 −2 −2 −1 0 0 −2

2 −1 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −2 0 0 −1 −1

3 0 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 −1 −1

4 0 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −2 −1 −1 0 0 −2

5 −1 −2 −2 −1 −1 −2 −2 1 −1 −1 −1 −1

6 −1 −3 −2 −1 −1 −1 −2 −1 −1 0 −1 −1

7 −1 −3 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 −2

8 −1 1 −2 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 −1

9 −1 −1 −2 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 −1 −1

10 0 −1 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 −1 1

11 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 −1 −1

12 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 −1

13 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0

14 0 −1 −1 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 −1

15 −1 −1 −2 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1

16 −1 1 −2 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1

17 −1 −1 −3 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 −1 −1

18 0 −2 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 −1

19 −1 −1 −2 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1 is ‘−2’ owing to both CCC and ACC, because channel
10 is used in cell 6 and channel 5 is used in cell 7. Both
cells 6 and 11 are within the channel reuse distance of
cell 1, but as shown in Figure 2, they are separated from
each other by three cells; so they can use the same chan-
nel at the same time without any interference. The state
of channel 2 in cell 7 is ‘−3’, but this channel is observed
to be affected by two currently in-use channels - channel
3 in cell 1 and channel 1 in cell 8. This channel is also
affected by an in-use channel in a particular cell (e.g.,
cell 20), which is not within the channel reuse distance
of cell 1, and is not shown in Table 1.

2.2.3 Evolution of channel states
Whenever the channel state changes, the corresponding
cell is assumed to inform immediately the other cells
within its channel reuse distance. Then, the relevant
cells can update their channel state tables accordingly.
This assumption is reasonable because the transmission
time between base stations is of the order of microsec-
ond. Therefore, each cell will have an up-to-date channel
state table at all times. The channel states of the system
will change whenever an available channel is assigned to
a new call or an in-use channel is released because a call
is completed.
When the channel states of the system change because

an available channel is assigned to a new call, the state
of the assigned channel will change from ‘0’ to ‘1’, and
the states of other affected channels will also change, as
described below. Since only the channels of the cells
within the channel reuse distance may undergo interfer-
ence when a channel is assigned to a new call in the tar-
get cell, the region of interference that is generated
owing to a channel assignment must firstly be identified
in the channel state table. Table 2 presents an example
of the channel state table with 19 cells and 12 channels,
where cell 1 represents the target cell, and the number-
ing of all cells corresponds to that in Figure 2. Suppose
channel 10 of cell 1 (the target cell) is selected to be
assigned to a new call: the part that is enclosed by the
bold boundary presented in Table 2 represents the re-
gion of interference as a result of this assignment, based
on the CCC, ACC, and CSC. Now, if channel 10 of cell
1 is assigned to a new call, then its state will change
from ‘0’ to ‘1’, and the values of the states of the chan-
nels within the interference region will be decreased by
1, such that if the state of a channel is ‘0’ (or ‘−n’), then
it will become ‘−1’ (or ‘−n − 1’).
When a call completes in a cell, a selected in-use chan-

nel will be released. The state of the released in-use chan-
nel will change from ‘1’ to ‘0’, and the values of the states
of the channels in the region of interference of the re-
leased channel will be increased by 1, such that if the state
of a channel is ‘−1’, then it will become ‘0’.

2.3 DDCAR scheme
2.3.1 Channel assignment criteria
The basic idea of the channel assignment criteria is to
identify a channel using the channel state table, such
that the assignment thereof to the new call will cause
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the smallest possible number of available channels in the
system to become unavailable. Therefore, when a new call
arrives, the available channel with the fewest ‘0’s within its
interference region will be assigned. As explicated in
Section 2.2.3, if an available channel is assigned to a new
call, then the state of that channel changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’,
and the values of the states of the channels in the interfer-
ence region will be decreased by 1. The change of the state
of a channel from ‘0’ to ‘−1’means that an available channel
has become unavailable. For example, the number of avail-
able channels in the system that becomes unavailable owing
to the assignment of channel 10 in cell 1 to a new call is
the number of ‘0’s within its interference region, as shown
in Table 2. Therefore, the criteria for assigning a channel to
a newly arriving call are stated as follows. When a new call
arrives, the target cell will set up a priority list for all of the
available channels, which are those in the second row of
Table 2 with state ‘0’. The priority of an available channel is
determined from the number of ‘0’s within its interference
region: a channel with fewer zeros has higher priority.
Therefore, the available channel that has the highest prior-
ity is the one whose assignment to a new call causes the
fewest available channels to become unavailable.
Based on the assumption that all cells within the chan-

nel reuse distance will be informed immediately of a
change of a state in any cell in that channel, the list of
priorities of all the available channels can be updated
whenever the state table changes. The channel with the
highest priority in the priority list of all available chan-
nels, which is based on the channel assignment criteria,
will be assigned. In Table 2, the interference regions of
available channels 10 and 11 in cell 1 have 21 and 14 ‘0’s
in, respectively. Therefore, channel 11 in cell 1 has
higher priority and is selected for assignment. However,
if multiple channels in the same cell have the same pri-
ority, meaning that all have the fewest ‘0’s, the one with
smaller channel index is chosen.

2.3.2 Channel reassignment criteria
When an ongoing call completes, a channel is released.
However, the channel that was used by the just-
completed call does not have to be released. If other
calls are ongoing in the same cell, then an in-use chan-
nel whose release will make more unavailable channels
become available can be released and the channel that
was used by the just-completed call can be assigned to
that ongoing call. As described in Section 2.2.3, the state
of the released channel then changes from ‘1’ to ‘0’, and
the values of the states of the channels in the interfer-
ence region of the released channel will be increased by
1. The change of state of a channel from ‘−1’ to ‘0’
means that the channel, previously unavailable, has be-
come available. Therefore, to identify the best in-use
channel to release, the criteria for reassigning a channel
upon the completion of an ongoing call are as stated
below. The priority of an in-use channel is determined
from the number of ‘−1’s within its interference region:
the priority increases with the number of ‘−1’s. There-
fore, the in-use channel with the highest priority is the
one whose release will cause the most unavailable chan-
nels to become available.
Similar to the priority list of all the available channels, the

in-use channels can be maintained and updated whenever
the channel state table is changed. The channel with the
highest priority in the priority list of all the in-use channels,
prepared by applying the channel reassignment criteria, is
selected to be released, and the call that is associated with
that channel will be reassigned to the channel of the just-
completed call. For example, suppose the call that uses
channel 3 in cell 1 completes, the number of ‘−1’s within
the interference regions of channel 3 is 15, as indicated in
the part that is enclosed by the double line boundary pre-
sented in Table 2. Since channel 6 in cell 1 is also in use,
the number of ‘−1’s within the interference regions of chan-
nel 6 is 26. Thus, channel 3 is assigned to the ongoing call
that is using channel 6 and channel 6 is released, releasing
26 cells. However, multiple in-use channels have the same
number of ‘−1’s in their interference regions; then, the
channel with the larger channel index will be assigned to
the call. The channel reassignment criteria are indeed the
opposite of the channel assignment criteria.

3 Fuzzy call admission control
The proposed FCAC scheme is based on effective traffic
loads for both the target cell and the adjacent cells. Be-
cause when the system is heavily loaded, the acceptance
of a new call in one cell may cause dropping or outage
in adjacent cells. Thus, the goal of the FCAC scheme is
to significantly reduce the dropping probability at the
cost of increasing the blocking probability to an accept-
able level.

3.1 FCAC scheme combined with the DDCAR
The FCAC scheme, combined with the DDCAR, is im-
plemented in three steps.

Step 1 If the number of available channels in the target
cell is zero, then neither an arriving new call
nor a handoff call may be served. The new call
is blocked, and the handoff call is dropped
immediately.

Step 2 If the number of available channels in the target
cell exceeds zero and the request is a handoff
call, then that call is served. The best available
channel, based on the channel reassignment
criteria, is reassigned to this call.

Step 3 If the number of available channels in the target
cell exceeds zero and the request is a new call,



Figure 4 Block diagram of the FIS.
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fuzzy inference system (FIS) [25,26] determines
whether this call is accepted. If the FIS allows
this new call to be served, then the best
available channel, based on the channel
assignment criteria, is assigned to this call;
otherwise, the call is blocked.

3.2 Fuzzy inference system
An FIS is a rule-based architecture that comprises four
principal parts, which are a fuzzifier, a fuzzy rule base, an
inference engine, and a defuzzifier. The fuzzifier converts a
crisp set of input data into input linguistic values using
fuzzy linguistic variables, fuzzy linguistic terms, and mem-
bership functions. The fuzzy rule base stores empirical
knowledge of domain experts concerning. After fuzzifica-
tion, the inference engine refers to the fuzzy rule base,
which contains fuzzy IF-THEN rules, to derive linguistic
values of the intermediate and output linguistic variables.
When the output linguistic values have become available,
the defuzzifier generates the final crisp values from the out-
put linguistic values.
Typically, a membership function is used to fuzzify input

and output variables. Most such membership functions of
parameters are triangular; these are used herein. The FIS
yields the number of available channels, the blocking prob-
ability, and the dropping probability to control the admis-
sion of a new call in a manner determined by the traffic
load. Therefore, the FIS has three input variables, x1, x2,
and x3, and one output variable, y, which are defined as fol-
lows. Let X1 denote the number of available channels and
x1 represent the normalized value of the available channels.
Suppose the total number of channels in the system is TC,
the normalized value of the available channels is x1 =X1/
TC. Let x2 and x3 represent the average dropping probabil-
ity and the average blocking probability, respectively, over
the preceding 20 min. The output variable y denotes the
probability that a new call will be permitted. A large y spe-
cifies a high rate of acceptance of new calls by the FIS. The
fuzzy linguistic expressions of input and output system var-
iants are given in Table 3.
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the FIS. The

membership functions of input and output parameters
are abbreviated and shown in the Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8.
In membership function of x1, S stands for small, M for
middle, and B for big. In membership functions of x2
Table 3 The fuzzy linguistic expressions of input/output syste

Notation Parameters T

x1 Normalized value of the available channels In

x2 Average dropping probability In

x3 Average blocking probability In

y Rate of acceptance of new calls O
and x3, L stands for low, M for medium, and H for high.
In membership function of y, L stands for low, ML for
medium low, MH for medium high, and H for high.

3.3 Remark 1
The values of lower limit = 0, center = 0.2, and upper
limit = 0.4 for both x2 and x3 are obtained from the results
of empirical tests using the test example that was described
in Section 4.1. Most network regulators require a dropping
probability of equal to or less than 3% and blocking prob-
ability of equal to or less than 5%, to ensure QoS perform-
ance. However, a 7 × 7 parallelogram-shaped CMS with a
7-cell reuse cluster is considered herein and three EMC
constraints are simultaneously imposed under a high traffic
load. Clearly, a larger channel reuse distance causes fewer
channels to be reused throughout the service area. Section
4.2 investigated the effect of the three EMC constraints on
the blocking probability and the dropping probability and
presented that these three EMC constraints greatly worsen
the performance of channel assignment methods. When
the increase in traffic load exceeded 40%, the blocking
probability exceeded its recommended operating value of
5%. Finally, high traffic loads were used to test the robust-
ness of the proposed method. Under high traffic load, few
resources are available and call requests tend to be blocked
or dropped. The blocking probability and dropping prob-
ability tend to increase significantly when the traffic over-
load is very large owing to the exhaustion of system
resources.
To construct the rule base of the fuzzy model, 27 rules

were developed, based on data sets and the experiences
of experts. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules composed by the
FIS are given in Table 4. These 27 rules are applied to
the FIS. Since the Mamdani fuzzy inference mechanism
is commonly used to develop fuzzy models [25], it is
m variants

ype Linguistic expressions

put B (big), M (middle), S (small)

put H (high), M (medium), L (low)

put H (high), M (medium), L (low)

utput H (high), MH (medium high), ML (medium low), L (low)



Figure 5 Membership function of x1.
Figure 7 Membership function of x3.
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used herein and specifies output variables as fuzzy sets.
This approach uses the max-min composition [27],
which is described as following.

μDk
yð Þ ¼ max

k
min μAk

x1ð Þ; μBk
x2ð Þ; μCk

x3ð Þ
h ih i

; k ¼ 1;…; 27:

ð4Þ

where μDk
, μAk

, μBk
, and μCk

are the membership func-
tions of output y and inputs x1, x2, and x3 of the kth
rule, respectively.
The rules are disjunctive, so the aggregation operation

‘max’ results in an aggregated membership function that
comprises the outer envelope of the individual truncated
membership forms for each rule. If the aggregated output
required a crisp value, suitable defuzzification techniques
must be utilized in the aggregated membership function.
Defuzzification refers to the method by which a crisp value
is extracted from a fuzzy set as a representative value. The
five general defuzzification methods are centroid of area
(COA), center of gravity, mean of maximum, smallest of
maximum, and largest of maximum. The most commonly
used method is COA [27], which is described as follows.

y� ¼

Z
Y
μD yð Þ⋅ydy

Z
Y
μD yð Þdy

ð5Þ

When the value of y* has been obtained, the acceptance
of a new call is according to the following criteria. If y* ≥ α,
Figure 6 Membership function of x2.
where α is a predefined threshold value in the range from 0
to 1, then the new call is accepted for service and the best
available channel, determined using the channel assign-
ment criteria, is assigned to it. If y* < α, then the new call is
not served and it is blocked immediately.

4 Test results and comparison
4.1 Simulation model and assumptions
A 7 × 7 parallelogram-shaped CMS with 7-cell reuse clus-
ter is employed as the test example, as shown in Figure 2.
The total number of channels in the system is assumed to
be 70, and each channel can serve only one call. The three
types of constraint, CCC, ACC, and CSC, are all taken into
account. The call arrivals are assumed to follow a Poisson
process with the distribution for inter-arrival time as e− λt,
where λ represents the mean of call arrival rate. The call
holding time is assumed to follow an exponential distribu-
tion e− λt, where μ represents the mean of call holding time
that equals to 180 s throughout the simulations.
Figure 9 shows the cellular environment using two non-

uniform traffic patterns which are constant-rate voice calls,
denoted by traffic patterns A and B, respectively [10]. Traf-
fic patterns A and B represent the light (average of 91.83
calls per hour) and heavy (average of 106.53 calls per hour)
traffic load, respectively. The numbers with unit calls/hour
shown in each cell denote the initial mean of call arrival
rate. The performance measure used herein is the blocking
probability of incoming calls across the entire CMS. To
evaluate the performance of the DDCAR scheme and to
Figure 8 Membership function of y.



Figure 9 A 7 × 7 cellular environment with traffic patterns A and B.

Table 4 The fuzzy IF-THEN rules composed by the FIS

Rule number Description of IF-THEN rules

1 If x1 is B, x2 is H, and x3 is H, then y is L.

2 If x1 is B, x2 is H, and x3 is M, then y is L.

3 If x1 is B, x2 is H, and x3 is L, then y is ML.

4 If x1 is B, x2 is M, and x3 is H, then y is ML.

5 If x1 is B, x2 is M, and x3 is M, then y is MH.

6 If x1 is B, x2 is M, and x3 is L, then y is MH.

7 If x1 is B, x2 is L, and x3 is H, then y is L.

8 If x1 is B, x2 is L, and x3 is M, then y is MH.

9 If x1 is B, x2 is L, and x3 is L, then y is H.

10 If x1 is M, x2 is H, and x3 is H, then y is L.

11 If x1 is M, x2 is H, and x3 is M, then y is L.

12 If x1 is M, x2 is H, and x3 is L, then y is L.

13 If x1 is M, x2 is M, and x3 is H, then y is L.

14 If x1 is M, x2 is M, and x3 is M, then y is L.

15 If x1 is M, x2 is M, and x3 is L, then y is ML.

16 If x1 is M, x2 is L, and x3 is H, then y is L.

17 If x1 is M, x2 is L, and x3 is M, then y is ML.

18 If x1 is M, x2 is L, and x3 is L, then y is H.

19 If x1 is S, x2 is H, and x3 is H, then y is L.

20 If x1 is S, x2 is H, and x3 is M, then y is L.

21 If x1 is S, x2 is H, and x3 is L, then y is L.

22 If x1 is S, x2 is M, and x3 is H, then y is L.

23 If x1 is S, x2 is M, and x3 is M, then y is L.

24 If x1 is S, x2 is M, and x3 is L, then y is ML.

25 If x1 is S, x2 is L, and x3 is H, then y is L.

26 If x1 is S, x2 is L, and x3 is M, then y is ML.

27 If x1 is S, x2 is L, and x3 is L, then y is MH.

Figure 10 New call blocking probabilities of three methods for
traffic pattern A.
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compare methods under various traffic loads, the traffic
load was increased by a percentage factor ranging 160% to
360%. A percentage increase in traffic load is by definition
the increase in the initial call arrival rates across each cell.

4.2 Simulation results of the DDCAR
For each traffic pattern and each traffic load, the proposed
DDCAR scheme was simulated over 20 h. The resulting
blocking probabilities are presented in Figures 10 and 11
(marked by ‘square’ symbols) for traffic patterns A and B,
respectively. In the meantime, the corresponding average
number of available channels left in the system counted at
every 100 calls is also recorded in Figures 12 and 13 (also
marked by ‘square’ symbols) for traffic patterns A and B,
respectively.
Two GA-based methods, GALC and GASC [10], are

compared. The difference between GALC and GASC is
that when a new call arrives, the former only selects a
channel for the new call, whereas the latter reassigns
channels to all ongoing calls, including the new call.
Therefore, GASC outperforms GALC but requires more



Figure 11 New call blocking probabilities of three methods for
traffic pattern B.

Figure 13 Average number of available channels for traffic
pattern B.
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computing time. For each traffic pattern and each traffic
load, GALC and GASC were simulated over 20 h. The
blocking probabilities and the average number of avail-
able channels in the system, determined at every 100
calls, obtained by these methods are marked by ‘dia-
mond’ and ‘circle’ symbols, respectively, in Figures 10,
11, 12, and 13. According to Figures 12 and 13, we see
that the DDCAR scheme yields more available channels
than GALC and GASC, revealing that the DDCAR
scheme yields better blocking probabilities than the
other methods, as shown in Figures 10 and 11. As ex-
pected, GASC outperforms GALC, as demonstrated in
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13.
Notably, the above simulations are carried out in a

Pentium-IV 20-GHz and 1.00 GB RAM personal com-
puter. The central-processing-unit time consumed by the
DDCAR scheme for each channel assignment and channel
Figure 12 Average number of available channels for traffic
pattern A.
reassignment is 2.3156 × 10−4 s on the average, which is ex-
tremely faster than any centralized DCA method.

4.3 Simulation results of FCAC
To assess the performance of the FCAC and only the
DDCAR under various traffic loads, the traffic load is in-
creased by a percentage factor from 120% to 400% with
two traffic patterns. The performance measure is the
dropping probability of handoff calls. For each traffic
pattern and each traffic load, the two methods were sim-
ulated over 20 h. Two threshold values α are used in the
FCAC scheme. Case I uses α = 0.5, and case II uses α =
rand [0,1], where rand [0,1] is a uniformly distributed
random number in the range [0,1]. For traffic pattern A,
the blocking probabilities and the dropping probabilities
that were obtained by the FCAC scheme in cases I and
II and those obtained using only the DDCAR are
Figure 14 Blocking probabilities of DDCAR with and without
FCAC for traffic pattern A.



Figure 15 Dropping probabilities of DDCAR with and without
FCAC for traffic pattern A.

Figure 17 Dropping probabilities of DDCAR with and without
FCAC for traffic pattern B.
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marked by ‘triangle’, ‘circle’, and ‘square’ symbols, re-
spectively, in Figures 14 and 15. The results of traffic
pattern B are displayed in Figures 16 and 17.
According to Figures 15 and 17, the dropping prob-

abilities that were obtained in both cases by the FCAC
scheme are lower than those obtained using only the
DDCAR. The blocking probabilities in both cases that
were obtained using the FCAC scheme exceed those ob-
tained using only the DDCAR. Furthermore, the FCAC
scheme in case II can further decrease the dropping
probability. The cost is the increase of the blocking
probability. By integrating the FCAC with DDCAR, the
admission policy in case II for new calls becomes stric-
ter. A new call can be admitted only when the admission
criteria in the FIS is met. More new calls are blocked to
reserve more channels to accommodate more future hand-
off calls. Handoff calls are given even higher priority, which
Figure 16 Blocking probabilities of DDCAR with and without
FCAC for traffic pattern B.
means that once a call is admitted, it can obtain a better
service.
5 Conclusions
In a CMS, three types of interference, CCC, ACC, and
CSC, are generally considered and two types of call - new
calls and handoff calls - share the channels. Distributed
DCA is the currently used channel assignment scheme for
CMS because the demand of mobile users is growing. This
work proposes a DDCAR scheme to maximize channel
utilization. The DDCAR scheme has two novel features: (i)
it satisfies CCC, ACC, and CSC simultaneously, and (ii) it
exhibits the dynamic channel assignment criteria and chan-
nel reassignment criteria. Although each cell has access
only to information about the channels in cells within the
channel reuse distance, the DDCAR scheme yields a better
blocking probability than the centralized DCA methods.
Giving a higher priority to handoff calls than new calls is
common practice, which can be realized using the CAC
strategy. To give handoff calls a higher priority, a scheme
that combines FCAC with DDCAR is proposed for execu-
tion at the base station. The FCAC scheme not only con-
trols the admission of new calls to reduce the dropping
probability but also prevents channel interference. Test re-
sults reveal that the FCAC scheme provides a significantly
lower dropping probability; however, but at the price of an
increased blocking probability.
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